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Abstract

Contextual information such as emotion, location and time can effectively
improve product or service recommendations, however, studies incorporating
them are lacking. This paper presents a context-aware recommender system,
personalized based on several user characteristics and product features. The
recommender system which was customized to recommend books, was aptly
named as a Context-Aware Personalized Hybrid Book Recommender System,
which utilized users’ personality traits, demographic details, location, review
sentiments and purchase reasons to generate personalized recommendations.
Users’ personality traits were determined using the Ten Item Personality
Inventory. The results show an improved recommendation accuracy com-
pared to the existing algorithms, and thus indicating that the integration of
several filtering techniques along with specific contextual information greatly
improves recommendations.
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1 Introduction

Recommendation Systems (RSs) are programs, software techniques and
methods suggesting items to be of interest to a user. RSs are moving towards
people who need personal assistance in making decision choosing relevant
items among overwhelming number of alternative items that a system or
website may offer, hence the term personalized RSs. Previous studies on
personalized RSs show that by utilizing users’ personality characteristics, for
example, a higher recommendation accuracy can be achieved [1].

Existing studies have also focused on several contextual features to
provide improved personalized recommendations, such as emotion or mood
to recommend movies, music [2, 3], and user locations and preferences for
travel recommendations [2, 4], etc. As users of RSs may have different needs
in various situations and contexts, it is becoming increasingly important to
consider contextual data when filtering information.

The use of contextual features for personalized recommendations has
showed promising results, however, studies integrating these features to
improve recommendation accuracy are scarce. In fact, existing studies tend
to favor a specific domain for identified features, for example, mood, time
and emotion are often explored in music/movie domain, whereas location in
tourism. Contextual features need not be domain specific as shown by Canta-
dor et al. [5], where correlations were found between users’ personality traits
across multiple domains. For example, users who scored high on Openness
(i.e. personality) prefer educational books and country music, suggesting that
a feature that is used to determine users’ preferences for product A can be
used to determine their preferences for product B.

Aside from users’ contextual features, product features such as reviews,
description, etc. play important roles in improving recommendations as
well [6]. However, the textual information obtained from a product’s features
is usually very short or involves language ambiguity that makes it difficult to
estimate users’ interest correctly. Recent studies have begun utilizing senti-
ment analysis and Natural Language Processing tools to perform analysis on
the acquired textual information to improve recommendations.

The review shows that despite the number of studies on personalized
RSs, a lot more can be accomplished to improve the recommendations [7, 8].
The current study aims to extend the literature by addressing the above-
mentioned gaps by proposing a personalized RS that integrates several user
and product contextual features in order to improve the recommendation
accuracy. The RS was tailored to support book recommendations; hence, it
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is aptly named as Context-Aware Personalized Hybrid Book Recommender
(hereinafter referred to as CAPHyBR).

This study is an extension of our previous study [9], on developing a
personalized book recommender by integrating users’ contextual features
(i.e. demographic, personality trait and location). In the current study, the
proposed RS enhanced the previous work by considering the products’ fea-
tures (review semantic analysis and purchase reason) together with users’
contextual features. The effectiveness of product features was measured and
compared with other existing personalized RSs. The rest of this research
article is structured as follows: Section 2 presents some of the related studies,
followed by the research design and methodology in Section 3. Section 4
provides the experimental results and discussions, and the paper is finally
concluded in Section 5.

2 Literature Review

RSs are tools and suggestion methods for products or items for the users.
“Item” is the term used to determine what is being recommended to users
by the system. An RS’s focus is on a particular type of item (such as
movies, books, music or news) and its planning, its graphical user interface,
and the main suggestion method to prompt the recommendations, are all
made to provide effective and meaningful recommendations for a particular
product [7].

Earlier studies on users’ personality support the possibility of using per-
sonality information in RSs. It is meaningful to differentiate each users based
on their personality that can be used in a very wide range of RSs. For instance,
a user’s interest in music is very relative with his/her personality type [10].

The most comprehensive and popular method to determine personality is
based on the Five Factor Model or the Big Five model [11], which is a hier-
archical organization of personality traits in terms of five basic dimensions:
extraversion (E), agreeableness (A), conscientiousness (C), neuroticism (N)
and openness (O). Big Five is considered to represent the basic dimensions
of user personality, as its dimensions are steady, cross-culturally applicable
and have biological basis [11]. It is also one of the most widely used and
recognized instruments in determining a user’s personality [4]. There are
many alternative tests to measure Big Five’s dimensions, one of which is
the Ten Item Personality Inventory (TIPI), a popular test containing only
10 questions to effectively and efficiently calculate the five dimensions of
personality [12].
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It is well known that human reasoning and decision-making are strongly
influenced by psychological aspects. Recent works have explored the adop-
tion of personality traits to provide personalized recommendations. For
instance, a more recent study used users’ Facebook profiles to determine their
personality traits in order to help improve book recommendations [1].

Collaborative Filtering (CF) is one of the most widely used technique
that utilizes a user’s info (such as personality trait, demographic, behavior
and etc.) to provide more personalized recommendations [13]. CF stores and
analyzes the user’s info and tries to find a set of similar user behavior to
generate recommendations. In other words, it recommends items that people
with similar tastes and preferences liked in the past. CF has been used widely
in social networking studies [14] and also book recommendations [15].

The main aim of using CF approach is to generate customized rec-
ommendations based on user preferences and interests, therefore it can be
advantageous to incorporate several contextual features in the recommenda-
tion process. For instance, Choi et al. [16] proved that by adding social factors
to the RS, they could gain the user’s trust leading to a better performance.

Similarly demographic information such as gender and age has been used
to find similar groups of people, and thus improving recommendations [17].
An early RS, referred to as Grundy, recommended books based on the library
of manually assembled stereotypes [18]. The characteristics of the users
were collected with the use of an interactive dialogue, which showed an
improved recommendation. However, studies using demographic filtering in
personalised RSs are completely lacking.

In addition to items and users, the RS needs to consider their context or
environment attributes while generating the list of recommendations. As the
smartphone popularity is increasing, users are often happy to be provided
with location-based suggestions. For instance, a user might wish to discover
nearby restaurants while traveling, based on his/her latest history of browsing
or ratings of other visited restaurants. Furthermore, Chen and Tsai [19] devel-
oped a personalized location-based mobile tourism application (PLMTA)
for travel planning. The PLMTA utilized hybrid filtering technology by
integrating location with users’ search intention, to make more efficient
customized tourism recommendations. It allows users to more effectively
search through travel information for better users’ intention understanding.
This study showed a great improvement of recommendation accuracy by
considering users’ contextual data, which helped in generating more relevant
and personalized results.
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One of the well-known personalized RSs is the study by Bao et al. [20]
who proposed a location-based social network RS (LBSN) that helps the
users to find interesting restaurants for dining. The recommendation was
based on two factors (i) the user’s preferences that were learned from his/her
location history and (ii) social opinions, which were mined from the location
histories of the local experts. The authors found LBSN to improve the recom-
mendation accuracy when both the social-based filtering and geographical
location filtering were integrated. The current study intends to extend this
concept by using users’ geographical location to improve recommendations,
with the assumption that when a user travels from Malaysia to Singapore for
example, the list of books recommended may differ to include the current
trending books in Singapore.

CF does not perform well when there is no sufficient rating data (due
to not acquiring enough information from new users) [8], hence Content-
based Filtering (CB) technique is often used to overcome the limitations of
CF. The item descriptions are used as training data to create a user-specific
classification or regression modelling problem. For each user, the training
documents correspond to the descriptions of the items he/she has bought or
rated [21]. For example, CB was used to improve recommendations based
on a series of characteristics from a particular book to further recommend
additional books with similar content [22].

CB has gained a lot of attention due to the use of semantic analysis and
ontology tools in RSs. Semantic technologies help to improve the recommen-
dation by trying to solve the language ambiguity in textual information. For
instance, Garrido & Ilarri [23] proposed a lingual, ontological and semantic
enhanced book RS called Topic Map Recommender (TMR) to produce a
personalised book recommendation that meets each individual’s preferences.
The study illustrated the possibility of utilizing CB approach along with
textual information such as reviews, descriptions, tags and titles.

Semantic tools help to extract the embedded contextual data from the
textual information. For example, in “I love to read this book during the
weekend”, during the weekend is the relative contextual attribute that defines
the user’s context, hence an RS may recommend similar books (“this book”)
during the weekend. A similar study was conducted in the medical field,
whereby the authors developed MediSem, an RS that semantically examines
a patient’s information (i.e. background records medical studies), and uses
these information along with the user’s profile to suggest publications that
match the patient’s medical records. It showed a great improvement in health
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recommendation domain by considering the extracted contextual knowledge
about patients [24].

Literature review shows that incorporating users’ and products’ con-
textual features improve the RSs, along with an integration of filtering
techniques. CAPHyBR aims to enhance book recommendations by manip-
ulating users’ features (personality traits, demographic data and geographical
location) and product features (review sentiments and purchase intention),
using CF, CB and DF. The architecture and implementation of CAPHyBR is
presented in the following section.

3 Methodology

This section begins with CAPHyBR’s architecture, followed by the recom-
mendation logic and experimental evaluations. The overall system methodol-
ogy is described in detail, guided by the research goals and objectives.

3.1 System Architecture

Figure 1 depicts the overall CAPHyBR architecture, which can be cate-
gorized into three main parts, namely registration, user profiling and rec-
ommendation. The flow of the mechanisms involved is described in detail
below:

i. A user provides his/her basic demographic details (i.e. age and gender),
and answers the TIPI questionnaire

ii. CAPHyBR performs user profiling based on the demographic data and
personality trait. It monitors the user’s behaviour (such as browsing,
searching, reviewing) and stores the data in the user profile database.
The user is able to search for books based on the title, author name,
book genre or any desired keyword. The user is also able to rate the
book using the 5-star rating system (1: lowest level; 5: highest level).
For example, assume User 1 with an extraversion personality, 25 years
old male from Kuala Lumpur, as shown in Figure 2.

The figure shows a more personalized recommendation for User 1
based on his recent rating for the book “Age of Kali Travel” 5 stars
(Figure 2: Step 1.2).

When the user is about to purchase a book, he is asked to enter his
purchasing reason, which is then stored in the user’s profile along with
any reviews provided. The user’s rating, purchase reason and review will
have a strong effect on his next recommendation result. CAPHyBR also
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Figure 1 The CAPHyBR architecture.

retrieves the current geographic location data from the device every time
the user launches the application. For example, if the user travels from
City A to City B, the system will take the last visited place (City B) as
the current place and will use it in the recommendation algorithm.

iii. CAPHyBR generates a personalized book recommendation by com-
bining two main filtering approaches, CF and CB (more details in
Section 3.2). It begins with CF encompassing geographic filtering, per-
sonality and demographic filtering. Nearby users (within the same city)
with the same personality trait and age range are selected, prior to the
execution of CB. CB looks for books that have been rated or reviewed
by similar users, and a more personalized and relevant books are rec-
ommended. For example, assume User 2 has the same characteristics as
User 1. CAPHyBR will provide the same recommendation as the list of
recommended books is affected by User 1’s behaviour (Figure 3).

Assume User 2 now searches the keyword “War” and rates the book
“The Strange Death of World War II” as 5 stars. The recommendation
list changes according to his latest behaviour (Figure 3: Step 2.3).
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Figure 2 Recommended books for User 1: search history.

3.2 Recommendation Logic

We present the proposed RS’s algorithm for CAPHyBR in this section, which
produces personalised book recommendations utilising multiple filtering
methods, as illustrated in Figure 4.

3.2.1 Collaborative filtering
As Figure 4 shows, there are three filtering methods associated with CF,
namely geographical, personality and demograhic.
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Figure 3 Recommended books for User 2: similar users.

Geographical filtering
CAPHyBR first filters nearby users who are within the same city based on the
Haversine formula [25], as depicted in Equation (1), where d is the distance
between two locations.

d = 2r arcsin

(√
sin2

(
ϕ2 − ϕ1

2

)
+ cos(ϕ1) cos(ϕ2) sin

2

(
λ2 − λ1

2

))
(1)
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Figure 4 Processing steps of CAPHyBR’s recommendation logic.

Every geographical location has a longitude and latitude that is used to
specify the location on earth. ϕ1 and ϕ2 are the latitudes of the first and
second location, whereas λ1 and λ2 are the longitudes [25]. CAPHyBR
obtains the latest geographical location every time a user uses the mobile
application to ensure the algorithm uses the latest coordinates.

Personality filtering
When the nearby users are selected, CAPHyBR filters those with similar per-
sonality traits. The personalities are then compared with User A’s personality.
The cosine-based similarity was used to measure the similarity between two
users, Ui and Uj, as shown in Equation (2) [26]:

Cos(Ui,Uj) =
Ui ·Uj

‖Ui‖[[Uj]]
(2)

By determining the cosine-based similarity, the system is effectively
trying to find cosine value of the angle between two users’ personalities. The
personalities are determined similar when the calculated cosine value is 1.
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Demographic filtering
Finally, CAPHyBR filters the list of users using their demographic details
(i.e. age and gender). Three age groups were defined in this study: Teen (age
<20), Young Adult (age 20–40) and Adult (age >40). Similar to personality
filtering, the demographic filtering also used cosine-based similarity approach
to measure the users’ demographic comparison.

Upon the completion of all three filtering mechanisms, CAPHyBR begins
to analyse the user’s browsing behaviour, which include visited books, rated
books, searched keywords and his wish list, etc. In order to map the book
genres with personality traits, CAPHyBR utilized the personality-based user
stereotypes suggested by Cantandor et al. [5]. The stereotype distinguishes
female and male users, based on 16 genres containing vectors of five real
values in the [1, 5] range that correspond to the average scores of the Big Five
personality factors. The initial list of recommendations will then go through
the second phase, which is CB filtering.

3.2.2 Content-based filtering
This phase contains three more filtering techniques: item-based filtering,
review filtering and purchase reason filtering (refer to Figure 4). It is to note
that if the CF algorithm is able to generate the list of books based on similar
users, then the item-based filtering will be skipped. The filtering will instead
continue with the review and purchase reason filtering.

Item-based filtering
The item-based filtering is administered if CAPHyBR is unable to perform
CF due to a lack of adequate information about the user. The filtering
mechanism maps the user’s personality with book genres and filters the books
based on similar books that have been rated by the user (Note: books with
ratings lower than 3 are not considered). Lastly, it takes the last searched
keyword and filters books that contain the keyword in their title or synopsis.

Review filtering
Sentiment analysis which determines the polarity of a sentence as positive,
neutral or negative is performed using MeaningClould, a popular cloud-
based software that can be used to extract valuable information from any
text source. During this filtering process, CAPHyBR counts the number of
positive reviews for each of the books and adds more weight to the book
accordingly. However, the negative reviews has the reverse effect. According
to Equation (3), the adjusted Bayesian formula is used to calculate the weight
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of reviews and ratings (WRR) [6]:

WRR =

(
n

n+minRR

)
×R+

(
minRR

n+ minRR

)
× S (3)

Where:

• n = number of reviews and ratings for the book
• minRR = minimum number of reviews and ratings for the book
• R = average rating for the book
• S = sum of all reviews of the book

This formula is applied to every book in the list and once the WRR is
calculated, it will be added to the book weight. This results in books with
higher positive reviews to be placed at the top of the recommendation list.

Purchase reason filtering
This final filtering technique utilizes the user’s purchase reason to enhance
the recommendation accuracy. CAPHyBR tries to analyse similar nearby
users’ purchase reason and match them with the user’s search history. Thus,
more weight will be added to books with purchase reasons related to the
user’s search profile. In text analysis, large strings of text can be expressed
in tokens. These tokens often correspond to words. Figure 5 shows a simple
tokenization example for “Motivational and inspiring stories”, resulting in
four tokens, i.e. “Motivational”, “and”, “inspiring”, “stories”. Next, every
token is mapped to its root form (i.e. stemming). For example, “Motivational”
is mapped to “Motive”.

This process is applied to all the purchase reasons of a book, resulting in
a list of root words. As Equation (4) shows, CAPHyBR calculates the weight
of purchase reason (WP) by matching the user’s search history (H) with the
list of root words (LR) and adds more weight to the book for every match that

Figure 5 Tokenization and stemming process.
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occurs.
WP = |LR ∩H| (4)

The filtering process is now complete, and the final list of book recom-
mendations are provided to the user, sorted based on the books’ total weight.
The study limits the book recommendations to 15.

3.3 Experimental Evaluation

This section elaborates the experiment and evaluation, including the
experimental setup, dataset and evaluation metrics used. We evaluated
the effectiveness of CAPHyBR using two forms of evaluations, that is, the
overall CAPHyBR’s effectiveness, along with the comparisons between each
features. To be specific, the comparisons were conducted as below:

• CAPHyBR_D – filtering mechanism using only users’ demographic
data
• CAPHyBR_DP – the aforementioned mechanism with personality traits

included
• CAPHyBR_DPG – the aforementioned mechanism with geographical

location included
• CAPHyBR – the aforementioned mechanism with user reviews and

purchase reasons included (i.e. complete system)

The second form of evaluation involved a comparison against other
existing algorithms, namely Personalized Location-based Mobile Tourism
Application (PLMTA), Social Presence on Personalized Recommender Sys-
tem (SPRS), Location-based Recommendation Using Sparse Geo-Social
Networking Data (LBSN) and Personalized Medical Reading Recommen-
dation (MediSem). These algorithms were selected as the RSs were similarly
based on hybrid algorithms, including a few user and product features. In
addition, all these studies were evaluated using the same metrics, hence, a
comparison can be performed easily.

3.3.1 Experimental setup
The experiment was implemented from April 3rd 2017 to July 14th 2017,
taking place in two computer labs, one in Kuala Lumpur and the other
in Malacca (i.e. a different state). A total of 50 participants majoring in
Computer Science participated in the experiment, ranging between 19 and
24 years old (Female = 20; Male = 30). CAPHyBR was uploaded to the
cloud server to be accessible via the computer’s Web Browser software.
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A printed user guide was provided, along with a simple demonstration in
using CAPHyBR. The participants were given approximately ten minutes to
familiarize themselves with the RS before the actual experiment took place.
The experiment basically requires the participants to use the RS to search
for books based on the keywords and genres provided in the user guide,
and to rate the relevance of the books as well. The experiment lasted for
approximately 30 minutes.

3.3.2 Evaluation metrics
The effectiveness of CAPHyBR was measured using two popular evaluation
metrics: Standardized Root Mean Square Residual (SRMR) and Root Mean
Square Error of Approximation (RMSEA). SRMR is the absolute measure
of fit, estimated by the square root of the estimated discrepancy due to
approximation per degree of freedom [27], as shown in Equation (5).

SRMR =

√√√√ p∑
i=1

i∑
j=1

[
sij − σ̂ij
siisjj

]2/
p(p+ 1)/2 (5)

Differences between data (sij) and model (σ̂ij) predictions comprise the
residuals where p is the total number of observed variables. The average is
computed, and the square root taken. SRMR is a badness-of-fit index (i.e.
larger values signal worse fit and lower values indicate better performance),
which ranges from 0.0 to 1.0. If the SRMR is zero, it means the model
predictions match the data perfectly, and a value of 0.08 or less being
indicative of an acceptable model [27]. SRMR is enhanced (lowered) when
the measurement model is clean (high factor loadings). The index is a good
indicator of whether the system captures the data, because it is relatively less
sensitive to other issues such as violations of distributional assumptions.

The second metric is RMSEA, as shown in Equation (6):

RMSEA =
√
max([((χ2/df)− 1)/(N− 1)], 0) (6)

Where χ2 is the chi-square value, df is its degrees of freedom and N is
the sample size. The RMSEA has a best estimation of zero when the data
fits the model. When data is over fitted to the model, χ2/df<1, is ignored.
For a given χ2, RMSEA decreases as sample size, N, increases. The RMSEA
ranges from 0 to 1, with lower values showing a greater model fit. A value
of 0.06 or lower is expressive of acceptable model fit. RMSEA considers two
errors: the error of approximation that demonstrates the absence of fit of the
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Table 1 List of symbols and equations
Equations Symbols Definition
Equation 1 d Distance

ϕ Latitude
λ Longtitude
r Radius

Equation 2 Ui User i
Equation 3 WRR Weight for reviews and ratings

n Number of revies and ratings
minRR Minimum number of reviews and ratings for a book
R Average rating for a book

Equation 4 WP Weight for purchase reason
S Sum of all reviews
H Search history

(LR) List of root words
χ2 Chi-square
df Degree of freedom
N Sample size

system when the parameter is ideally picked, and the error of estimation that
shows the absence of fit of the system to population data [27].

Table 1 shows all the symbols and their respective equations.

4 Results and Discussion

This section begins with the results comparing the various features and
filtering mechanisms, followed by the comparison with existing RSs.

4.1 Features and Filtering Mechanisms

Table 2 shows the RMSEA and SRMR values for the varying features and
filtering mechanisms.

Table 2 Error rates for the models
Recommendation
Systems Features RMSEA SRMR
CAPHyBR_D (A) Demographic 0.333 0.702
CAPHyBR_DP (B) Demographic + Personality 0.102 0.422
CAPHyBR_DPG (C) Demographic + Personality +

Location
0.091 0.301

CAPHyBR (D) Demographic + Personality +
Location + Review + Purchase Reason

0.050 0.153

Letters A, B, C and D are mapped to Figure 6.
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Figure 6 Recommendation performance evaluation.

It can be clearly observed that the overall error rates decreases with
the increase of the contextual features. Figure 6 illustrates the results with
point X (i.e. origin of coordinates) indicating an absolute accuracy. It can be
noted that the RMSEA value decreased from point A to point B by 69%. At
point C, the RMSEA evaluation is 0.091, which is 11% lower compared to
point B, that is, the recommendation without considering users’ geographic
locations. Finally, the overall RMSEA value improved when all the filtering
mechanisms were integrated (i.e. CAPHyBR), with the error rate dropping to
0.050 (i.e. 44% improvement on the recommendation accuracy).

As the RMSEA value moves closer to 0, it shows a higher accuracy,
similar with the SRMR evaluation. It can be observed that the personalized
recommendation accuracy is improved when users’ demographic data were
considered with personality traits, location, review sentiments and purchase
reason. RMSEA is considered as “good fit” when its value is equal or less
than 0.05, hence indicating CAPHyBR to be a good fit model.

Prior studies have showed the effectiveness of contextual-features when
tested in silo [1, 4, 5, 8, 21]. For instance, Xin et al. [28] achieved a higher
book recommendation accuracy when they took users’ personality traits
into consideration. In addition, Guan et al. [29] and Gil et al. [30] who
improved book recommendations based on users’ personality traits echoed
similar findings. Furthermore, the product textual features are important to
be considered during recommendation process and by integrating them with
users’ contextual data, a higher recommendation accuracy can be achieved.
This was clearly shown in this study based on the highest accuracy produced
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Table 3 Comparison results between various recommendation systems
Recommendation Systems RMSEA
Context-Aware Personalized Hybrid Book Recommender (CAPHyBR) 0.050
Personalized Location-based Mobile Tourism Application (PLMTA) 0.063
Social Presence on Personalized Recommender System (SPRS) 0.070
Location-based Recommendation Using Sparse Geo-Social Networking Data
(LBSN)

0.055

Personalized Medical Reading Recommendation – Deep Semantic Approach
(MediSem)

0.060

for CAPHyBR whereby both user and product features were integrated to
improve recommendation.

4.2 CAPHyBR Comparison with Existing RSs

Table 3 below shows the comparison results between CAPHyBR and the
existing RSs, namely, PLMTA, SPRS, LBSN and MediSem.

Looking at Table 3, it can be observed that CAPHyBR outperformed the
rest of the RSs as it produced the lowest error rate, with the closest contender
being LBSN and MediSem. LBSN works by integrating social-based filtering
with geographical location filtering to achieve better accuracy recommenda-
tion. LBSN with RMSEA value of 0.055, showed that incorporating multiple
related filtering methods can improve the RS’s accuracy. Location-based
filtering is one of the key factors in tourism and social applications [19].
However, it has been shown in other studies that geographical location can
be used in other domains to improve recommendation accuracy as well [20].
This filtering method had a great impact on CAPHyBR’s performance and as
it was used to group the users in correlation of other CF filtering methods (i.e.
personality and demographic filtering).

Erekhinskaya et al. [24] showed a great progress in their work (MediSem)
with an RMSEA value of 0.060 which yields a better model fit compared
to other medical RSs. They performed the recommendations based on the
extracted knowledge that was gathered semantically from a patient’s profile.
It analysed the textual records and medical articles, then performed deep
semantic extraction. Semantic text analyses approaches need to be used to
extract meaningful and valuable insights about a product’s textual content
for better understanding users’ context and interests. Previous studies have
showed that a context-aware RS makes the recommendations more aligned
with the intended context of user. Therefore, it can be observed that when
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CAPHyBR applies sentiment analysis on the user reviews to identify most
relative books to recommend, it results in an improvement.

The development of more complete model of users’ interests and
behaviours opens up an opportunity for the development of more
sophisticated techniques for personalisation that more accurately capture
users’ context in the real world. Aside from the mentioned algorithms’
results, CAPHyBR showed that when several effective filtering techniques
were integrated, recommendations can be greatly improved, and thus result-
ing in a much improved user satisfaction as well.

5 Conclusion, Limitation and Future Work

Incorporating contextual information in RS is an effective approach to create
a more personalized, accurate and relevant recommendations. Therefore, this
study integrated several users’ characteristics, namely their personality traits,
demographic details and current location, together with product features (i.e.
review sentiments and purchase reasons) to improve book recommendations.
Results indicate that these contextual-features can be used effectively to
improve the recommendation accuracy, with overall error rates of 0.050 and
0.150 for RMSEA and SRMR, respectively.

The study, however, has its limitations. First, the experiments con-
ducted involved users who are technologically savvy (i.e. Computer Science
background), therefore they had the technical skill to easily learn and use
CAPHyBR to locate the books that are relevant to them. It would be inter-
esting to evaluate CAPHyBR with users with no or low technology skill to
determine the effectiveness of CAPHyBR in recommending relevant books.
Future studies therefore, could replicate the current study and expand it to
include users from various background and digital skill.

Second, it was rather challenging to test CAPHyBR in different countries
(i.e. Thailand and Singapore) for the geographical location feature, due to
resource constraints. A best scenario is in which evaluations can be con-
ducted with users traveling between more geographically distanced states,
or neighbouring countries. This will then provide a clearer impact of location
in recommending books to the users.
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